
Whether watching the ceremony from afar or 
years down the track, at Pauls Productions we 
strive to produce videography that perfectly 
captures the emotion and essence of the day.

CCatering for both indoor and outdoor, we always 
use 2 or more cameras to capture the attendees, 
treasured items, family videos, photo slideshows 
and rituals to produce a customised experience 
and memory of your loved one’s life.

WWhile many facilities offer basic live streaming 
services, or recordings, these are usually from xed 
cameras. This means that you only see what the 
camera is pointed at, with minimal operator 
control or follow-up editing.



Paul Sheaffe

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

    *                                       $1,150      $2,650    $3,050
_________________________________________________
Professional video recording 
up to 90 minutes       Y    Y   Y
_________________________________________________
LiLive stream up to 90 minutes   Y    -   Y
_________________________________________________
Live stream replay copy
available afterwards      Y    -   Y
_________________________________________________
Unedited video le upload    Y    -   Y

Full professional video edit    -    Y   Y
_________________________________________________ _________________________________________________ 
Professional edited video upload  -    Y   Y
_________________________________________________
Options   
_________________________________________________
Burial/interment live stream/record
From $450 + GST       O    O   O
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Burial interment recording only
From $350 + GST       O    O   O
_________________________________________________
Wake live streaming/recording
From $550 + GST       O    O   O
_________________________________________________
WWake recording only
From $450 + GST       O    O   O
_________________________________________________
Photo tribute video POA     O    O   O
_________________________________________________
Individual personal tributes to
camera (recording) POA     O    O   O 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
     
     * Prices as at 1/3/2023 - Subject to change

Our deepest sympathies go out to you and your 
family. At Pauls Productions, we understand  
losing someone you love can be overwhelming. 

CCapturing these dening moments is even 
more important these days. A funeral or 
memorial service  is a way to pay our respects -  
and sharing  memories with family and friends 
can bring  comfort during the grieving process.

FFor  family and friends unable to attend the 
ceremony, paying their respects and getting  a 
sense of closure is difficult. Our beautiful video 
productions aim to include them in the 
proceedings.

M: 04 3939 1033
E:  Paul@PaulsProductions.com
W: paulsproductions.com
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